[The specific features of the algorithm for the commissioning of situational expert studies].
The objective of the analysis of the situational expertises performed during criminal investigations consists of the confirmation (or refutation) of a concrete version of the situation of interest, the possibility of trace formation, and the availability of facts awaiting interpretation from the medical perspective. The present study was carried out with the use of such methods as recording facts, conditions, and circumstances of the versions of the event being investigated, measurements, description, comparison, experiment, modeling, mathematical and cybernetic simulation as well as euristic technologies. The concrete expertise described in the present publication revealed the possibility of the evaluation of the appearance of specific traces associated with a given situation. The author proposes the recommendation for the preparation and performance of such expertises with special reference to the algorithm of the investigator's actions. The results of the study can be useful not only for the experts and investigators but also for other specialists in such fields as criminal sciences, surveillance operations, forensic expert and criminal intelligence.